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Intelligent Control

Chameleon Colour Systems
Chameleon develops and manufactures innovative Colour
Tinting and Mixing Systems technology solutions. The company
has been in existence since 1992 and are located in Tuam, Co.
Galway. Chameleon products are sold world-wide. Their major
market is the paint and coatings industry where Chameleon
products are frequently installed into paint retailers to offer
customers ever-expanding choices of paint colours.
Project Title: New Paint Shaking and Mixing Technology
Funding: Enterprise Ireland Innovation Partnership
PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED
Chameleon collaborated with WiSAR Lab at LYIT to develop a bespoke shaker and mixer
control system to address the technical challenges facing the company and to further
strengthen its position within the industry in Ireland and abroad. The project produced an
integrated paint shaking and paint mixing technology platform that replaced a
heterogeneous range of outdated technologies with a forward-looking internet enabled
system. The existing technology required significant elements of localisation for different
global markets causing unwanted manufacture and maintenance costs. The lack of
internet/remote monitoring also caused delays in maintenance response time and
unwanted system downtime.
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Wireless & network

Sensors Used

WiSAR SOLUTION
WiSAR developed a bespoke hardware and software solution to control the different aspects of the shaking and mixing machines.
The hardware comprised of a multi-board solution with a Linux board at its heart hosting the main supervisory control software, a
PCBA board to communicate control information to/from the Linux board and a Capsense control button interface board. Physical
buttons, rather than a touch screen, were required due to the rough working environment in which the machine operates. The
buttons were implemented using Capsense technology which relies on a uniform electrostatic field produced by a small voltage
beneath the shield surface to create a capacitance between the button and a human finger.
The PCBA main board captures button press data from the Capsense board, general I/O status, sensor information relating to
different aspects of the machine and control information for turning on/off contactors and motors. Door lock control and status
along with motor travel distance are also relayed to/from the Linux system via the main board. The system holds a paint can in place
using a clamp motor which is precisely controlled by correlating the current drawn by the motor to the distance travelled by the
clamp motor.
The control software was developed using the Mono framework, an open source Linux platform. In addition to providing the
control logic flow of the machine operations the Linux system provides the user interface and communications with the outside
world. By receiving information from the main board detailing the status of the components it is possible to determine which
components to activate/deactivate by sending commands back to the PCBA board or the inverter. A record of each mixing cycle is
stored in an internal database, tracking the size of can, speed, time and if the cycle was stopped prematurely allowing the
generation of an accurate report of the whole life cycle of a machine. By utilising a WiFi or Ethernet network connection the system
can be managed remotely including automatic alert report generation to technical support when the system encounters an issue.
IMPACT & BENEFITS
The company received a practical solution to their problems in the form of a working prototype and a platform which will
strengthen their leadership role by applying “Internet of Things” capability going forward. With further development and validation,
the prototype will be realised into a final product for production.
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ABOUT WiSAR
Need your own Research and Development department? The Wireless
Sensor Applied Research Lab (WiSAR) is an Enterprise Ireland Technology
Gateway based in Letterkenny Institute of Technology. WiSAR provide
solutions to industry for The Internet of Things (IoT) using expertise in
wireless, electronics, embedded systems and related software. The centre
is funded directly by industry clients and through participation in
Enterprise Ireland Innovation programmes.
We work with companies throughout Ireland (North & South) and can
assist our clients draw down European and State research funding.

